
F I N A N C E  &  P R O F E S S I O N A L  S E R V I C E S



At PLOTT we love working with progressive financial and 
professional services firms. Whether it’s a style refresh to 

reflect new leadership, a dynamic start-up, or building brand 
value for exit planning, let us help tell your story and 

bring your brand to life.

Over the next few pages we have chosen some of the brands  
we’re most proud of. So take five, grab a cuppa, and immerse 

yourself in some of our favourite clients stories.





The challenge.

Jarrovian Wealth is a City based team of Financial Planners. 

They approached PLOTT with big growth plans and needed  

a brand to reflect their high aspirations. 

The young team all had established City firm backgrounds and 

were keen to create a less ‘corporate’ and more on-trend image. 

They needed a brand which would appeal to the Shoreditch  

tech community and their trendy peers.

They wanted an agency who understood the financial services 

sector yet could disrupt the market with compliant but engaging 

communications. This was music to our ears!

JARROVIAN WEALTH {ANIMATIONS}JARROVIAN WEALTH

{  BRANDING  |   STATIONERY  |   WEBSITE  }



JARROVIAN WEALTH  {  BRANDING }



JARROVIAN WEALTH  {  STATIONERY }



We wanted a specialist who understood the financial services 
industry but were also creative thinkers who could help bring 
our vision to life and tell our story. The team worked hard to 
understand us and how we wanted the business to look and 

feel to support our growth plans. PLOTT are easy to work  
with, approachable and quick to respond. 

GRAEME PRICE  |   CEO
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The solution.

We spent time with the team to get under JW’s skin and understand 

their purpose, values and service proposition. 

We crafted an aspirational brand and an inspirational photography 

suite to support their key messages. The slick brand and imagery 

engaged the younger, more ’tech’ focused audience. 

We completely overhauled their brand styling whilst retaining a 

subtle nod to their previous identity which ensured consistency for 

their existing clients. 

We also modernised the logo, keeping the existing St Paul’s 

Cathedral icon but simplifying it.

We’re immensely proud of their new corporate identity and stylish 

St Paul’s iconography. Their website is bold, brave and truly 

positions them as the next generation of financial planners  

in a highly competitive landscape. 

JARROVIAN WEALTH

{  BRANDING  |   STATIONERY  |   WEBSITE  }





The challenge.

The TISP brand needed a major overhaul. It was tired, dated and no 

longer reflected their culture or service offering. 

Their high-net worth client base included celebrities and footballers, 

so the brand had to reflect their aspirational target market and 

impressive heritage.

They tasked us to create a memorable, iconic brand with the 

‘wow’ factor which would appeal to and attract a younger, cooler, 

millennial client base. They wanted stand-out and a way to 

engage clients who’s native language wasn’t always English. 
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THE INTELLIGENT STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP  {  STATIONERY }



We pride ourselves on being different – and the PLOTT 
team really got under our skin and found our DNA. They 
added the creativity and thinking we needed to help our 

brand grow up in line with our business aspirations.  
We love our new brand and we love the support we  

have from the team.

AJAY MAHAN  |   MANAGING DIRECTOR
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The solution.

We worked with the team to understand their client base and 

driving factors. They likened client’s finances to the game of 

‘Kerplunk’ so we jumped on this analogy! 

Their new logo design had a fresh colour palette and used a 

modern shield to reflect their heritage. We used the latest photo 

and video technology, including a drone to capture their  

prestigious offices.

We scripted and storyboarded an animated infographic video 

around the ‘Kerplunk’ theme which brought their core messages 

brand to life in way that resonated and engaged potential clients. 

We also created a suite of supporting animations for their target 

markets plus their Tax and Employee Benefits products. 

The new brand was launched at a prestigious champagne 

reception and the business is going from strength to strength.

JARROVIAVN WEALTH {ANIMATIONS}THE INTELLIGENT STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP
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The challenge.

When BellPenny and Ascot Lloyd merged PLOTT were tasked with 

working with both teams to align the brands and refresh the overall 

look and feel and brand toolkit. 

The new leadership team were keen to create an approachable 

brand identity with a refined corporate image.

Once the brand had been established we then needed to get it 

rolled out across multiple marketing channels.

The client couldn’t stop business and wait for the literature to be 

ready so a tight schedule was created to manage the rebrand 

quickly and efficiently in time for the merger announcement. 

JARROVIAN WEALTH {ANIMATIONS}

{   BROCHURES  |   ADVERTISING  |   NEWSLETTER  |   OFFICE BRANDING  |   WEBSITE  }
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The integration of two brands is never easy or straightforward. 
PLOTT have provided invaluable support throughout the 
whole progress and when twinned with their knowledge, 

understanding and creativity were the obvious choice for us. 
We have now developed a strong brand that we aim to make a 

market leader within the financial advice market. 

EMMA WILDE  |   MARKETING MANAGER

JARROVIAN WEALTH {ANIMATIONS}JARROVIAN WEALTH
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The solution.

To seem more approachable, we brightened the colour palette 

from traditional banking blue and added secondary colours to 

differentiate product offerings.

We developed a unique imagery style; different to everyone else  

in the industry which enabled them to instantly grab attention.

Once the brand was launched we rolled it out across all existing 

marketing collateral, including brochures, application forms, emails, 

advertising, product flyers, the website... and much more! 

They now stand-out in a noisy, crowded market with a professional 

and engaging brand.

We also worked with their 4 group sub-brands and specifically 

tailored each proposition to their target demographic with  

crafted designs and marketing tools.

JARROVIAN WEALTH {ANIMATIONS}

{   BROCHURES  |   ADVERTISING  |   NEWSLETTER  |   OFFICE BRANDING  |   WEBSITE  }

ASCOT LLOYD





The challenge.

Bromwich Financial Planning (BFP) are an established financial 

planning firm who blend traditional values with a modern approach.

Having recently integrated the moneyinfo software into their 

service offering, they needed a contemporary brand to reflect  

their technical progression and position them as a forward- 

looking business. 

So, the PLOTT team set about modernising the brand whilst still 

appealing to their long-established client base who believe in 

traditional advisor relationships.

JARROVIAN WEALTH {ANIMATIONS}

{   BROCHURE  |   WEBSITE  |   POSTERS  |   STATIONERY  }
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PLOTT have a real energy and enthusiasm to meet your 
objectives. The team easily understood our brief and 

worked with us to bring a fresh perspective to my original 
vision. It had been a long time since we’d reviewed our 
‘brand’ and we are delighted with the outcome and the 

relationship we have with the team.

NIGEL BROMWICH  |   MANAGING DIRECTOR
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The solution.

BFP’s founder likened financial planning to the ‘Gordian knot’ with 

overly complex and difficult language. He was keen to dispel  

this myth. 

We loved this analogy and used our creativity to craft the brand 

around it. We designed illustrative graphics to represent simplicity 

and unravelling the knot. 

We re-invigorated the brand with a secondary colour palette and 

tweaked the logo to freshen the look.

We combined this with a stylish new website, innovative app 

visuals, modern printed literature, and team photography to 

harmonise all client touch points. 

JARROVIAN WEALTH {ANIMATIONS}

{   BROCHURE  |   WEBSITE  |   POSTERS  |   STATIONERY  }

BFP



Flexible business funding



JARROVIAN WEALTH {ANIMATIONS}CREDIT 4

The challenge.

As one of the original entrants in the alternative business funding 

sector, Credit4 developed their brand quickly but with little 

thought about future marketing aspirations. 

Credit4’s new Marketing Director had previously worked with 

PLOTT at Clifton Asset Management where we designed their 

‘Alternative Business Funding’ portal branding. Our unique 

knowledge of the sector meant we understood the challenges. 

We knew ‘alternative funding’ suffered negative perceptions and 

lack of trust, nonetheless we realised Credit4 had a great story to 

tell. But their visual brand, told a different story! 

After winning a 3-way pitch, we set about morphing their identity 

and reputation into a trustworthy brand to relaunch at NACFB.

{   SIGNAGE  |   WEBSITE  |   PULL-UPS  |   STATIONERY  |   LEAFLETS  }
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Having grown Credit4 from a start-up, we required a 
specialist type of marketing agency, especially experienced 

on the creative front to bring our brand together.  
PLOTT met with us, got to know us and what motivated us, 
and delivered a brand that we believe is unique and reflects 
how we treat our clients. No other agency who pitched for 

this job came as close as PLOTT did in ‘getting it right’. 

MARK JOHNSON  |   MANAGING DIRECTOR

JARROVIAN WEALTH {ANIMATIONS}CREDIT4
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The solution.

PLOTT took time to define Credit4’s key proposition and translate 

their USP’s into a credible, dependable brand. The new persona 

enabled them to reach their desired brokers and build a consumer 

channel to attract direct business. 

We transformed their image with a modernised logo, complimentary 

colour palette and consistent document templates for product fact 

sheets, presentations, newsletters and emails.

We designed a new website which exudes digital competency and 

clearly defines Credit4’s products. The easy to manage site is  

simple to update with a WordPress CMS.

To build a credible reputation we filmed case study client videos 

for authentic experiences of Credit4 products and services. This 

positioned them as a viable alternative to traditional lenders.

With a new funding line secured, we also developed a sales toolkit 

including exhibition and networking collateral to raise their profile  

and professional reputation.

JARROVIAN WEALTH {ANIMATIONS}CREDIT 4
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The challenge.

Debt Guard is a pioneering, online service from the Irwin Mitchell 

Group for businesses to recover debt quickly and efficiently. 

Our brief was to create a brand and website as fresh and  

innovative as their proposition! 

The design needed to compliment the overall Irwin Mitchell brand 

and target small business owners juggling debt management.  

They desired a responsive, search engine optimised website to 

drive highly targeted traffic and increase conversion rates via  

their in-house pay per click campaigns.

JARROVIAN WEALTH {ANIMATIONS}DEBTGUARD
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Our challenge was to boost online registrations. As Debt 
Guard is solely an online proposition, it was essential that 
our chosen agency mastered the concept that the website 

functionality was key for our business model. I just wanted 
to express my massive thanks for all their hard work in 
helping us get the site live, and just to add, we are well 

on our way to reaching our sign-up targets.

IAN FOWLES  |   CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER

JARROVIAN WEALTH {ANIMATIONS}DEBT GUARD
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The solution.

We freshened up the brand imagery and simplified content 

messages to be clear and succinct for time-poor small  

business owners.

We developed a seamless user journey with easy-to-use online 

registration which was key to increasing user engagement. 

Integrating a third-party API directly to their database ensured 

maximum data capture and targeted marketing. 

UX and usability testing was crucial and close monitoring of  

all hits since launch has demonstrated a positive uplift in  

organic SEO traffic, as well as significant increases in  

paid-for media conversions.

Testament to the success of the website, Debt Guard are now 

partnering with other organisations to expand their client base. 

Our most high profile dual-brand is the FSB collaboration which 

involved providing a white-label version of the website to  

their membership. 

{   WEBSITE  }

DEBTGUARD





The challenge.

Dignity are one of the UK’s leading providers of pre-paid funeral 

plans and a FTSE 250 company. They have both direct channel  

and introducer channel strategies.

PLOTT had to deliver an innovative suite of electronic sales aids  

to replace previous traditional printed material in ring binders. 

Building Society advisors needed digital sales collateral to 

introduce, explain and sell Dignity’s pre-paid funeral plan. 

The design had to be memorable, engaging and respectful to  

help intermediaries discuss the emotive subject with clients.

JARROVIAN WEALTH {ANIMATIONS}DIGNITY
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The solution.

We crafted an interactive digital brochure optimised for iPads. 

Acting as a visual guide the design incorporates a non-linear 

structure, so advisors can easily navigate areas as 

conversation flows.  

Competitor research indicated the need for a unique creative 

strategy. The innovative approach and difficult subject were 

combined to offer a compassionate digital customer 

experience to a younger audience.

The designs were sympathetic to existing brand guidelines but 

harnessed the latest digital technology for optimum usability 

on tablets.

Our interactive funeral cost calculator giving instant figures proved 

so popular for advisors we’ve since created a standalone widget 

for partner websites. The digital capabilities of centrally updating 

content and instantly pushing out to all advisors is key to keeping 

the app current, relevant and within the latest FCA regulations.

JARROVIAN WEALTH {ANIMATIONS}DIGNITY
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The challenge.

As a trailblazing Fintech disruptor with multiple high-profile  

awards, moneyinfo needed a creative partner who could help 

elevate their brand to the next level. 

Their unique account aggregator software delivers powerful 

functionality but the previously ‘clunky’ in-house visuals were 

lacking in interface design and negatively impacted user 

experience.

As a challenger to all traditional Fintech offerings they needed  

to ensure the moneyinfo app not only worked great but looked 

great too.

The priority was the redesign of key elements of the money 

info app which included the creation of a much improved fluid 

UI. Alongside this the sales and marketing teams required us to 

redesign the marketing material for consistency and to clearly 

explain the USPs and cutting-edge technology with maximum  

target impact for each audience.

JARROVIAN WEALTH {ANIMATIONS}MONEYINFO
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PLOTT’s approach was clear and they made some great 
suggestions on how we could reuse content across multiple 
platforms to keep the costs down and get maximum impact 

for our budget. As our business continues to grow, it’s 
reassuring to know that we have an agency partner that  

can support us to deliver our vision. 

OLIVER JENKINS  |   MARKETING MANAGER
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The solution.

Working with their internal marketing and development teams 

we learnt how the moneyinfo app worked and crafted a visually 

appealing UI which is user friendly, easy to navigate and  

intuitive to use.

We then designed a suite of supporting marketing collateral and 

imagery including: multiple infographic explainer videos, digital 

brochures, product web pages and team photography.

Finally, we developed a suite of white label marketing assets which 

could be rebranded for moneyinfo’s reseller network. Providing 

each reseller their own white labelled moneyinfo app, explainer 

video and supporting digital literature has enabled moneyinfo to 

quickly become the number one financial aggregation tool in  

the market place.

JARROVIAN WEALTH {ANIMATIONS}MONEYINFO
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The challenge.

Hot off the press! 

Secure Trust Bank are one of our newest finance clients, and came 

to us through a recommendation of another of our clients - Credit4. 

As a residential development finance specialist, STB needed a 

creative and digital partner to help freshen up their marketing 

collatoral and develop a distinctive visual style to accompany an 

exciting new funding campaign backed by the British Business Bank. 

The aim of the campaign is to attract new clients to take up the 

funding on offer, and make the accompanying materials eyecatching 

and memorable.

JARROVIAN WEALTH {ANIMATIONS}SECURE TRUST BANK

{  ADVERT  |   PRESENTATION  |   APPLICATION FORM  }
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Loan application form
If yes to any of the above please provide details in the additional information section at 

the back of this document. 

Credit history 

Section 7

Has the Borrower/Directors/Partners ever had a missed or late payment? 

Yes

No

Has the Borrower/Directors/Partners ever had a default registered against them? 

Yes

No

Has the Borrower/Directors/Partners ever had a CCJ registered against them? 

Yes

No

Has the Borrower/Directors/Partners ever been declared bankrupt? 

Yes

No

Has the Borrower/Directors/Partners ever entered into an individual voluntary 

arrangement, company voluntary arrangement or debt relief order? 

Yes

No

Borrower Solicitor 

Section 8

Firm name
Firm addressContact nameContact telephone number

Contact email address

Your solicitor must have more than 3 regulation authority approved managers
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Planning granted
Planning reference number

Total facility sought
Gross development value

Land value

Construction costs

Cost to acquire land

Status of property

£

£

£

£

£

Owned

To be purchased

Detailed

PDR/Prior Approval

Outline/Outline with 

Reserved Matters

Facility details

Section 3

Loan application form

Section 3 continues overleaf

S106/CIL (if applicable) 

Total development costs (excluding finance costs) 

Net land loan requirement (if applicable) 

£

£

£

£

Purchase price

Please confirm amount and source of 

funds injected into the project  

(equity contribution)

£
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Security/property

Section 4

Loan application form

Please complete the schedule to provide a breakdown of individual units 

(If more space is required, please complete a separate sheet and supply with the form.)

Unit No.

Floor No.

No. of Beds

Unit size (sqFt)

Individual GDV

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Total 

Procurement route

Design and build

Other

Self-build/procured

Development details

Section 5

Is the developer experienced with this type of scheme?* 

Yes

No

Developer details

If other, please provide detailSection 5 continues overleaf

0

0.00

0.00
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Loan Application 
Form

Residential Development Finance

Facilities from £1 million - £5 million
Straightforward, 

transparent banking

Secure Trust Bank PLC. Registered in England and Wales 541132. Registered Office: One Arleston Way, Solihull, B90 4LH.  
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Borrower 
Relevant property development experience, track record  

in similar developments (value and complexity).

Legal entity
UK company with a non-complex structure.

Type of property/scheme

Residential for sale or rental use. Note: max 25% of Gross  

Development Value (GDV) can be from commercial use.

Personal 
GuaranteeMinimum 

ProfitMargin

on sales

Minimum 15%

Contingency
Minimum 5%

Loan term
Maximum loan term of 24 months, which includes the 

marketing period.LocationLocations to have demonstrable demand for sales  

and/or letting.

Client cash/equity contribution

Borrower cash/equity contribution upfront.

Criteria - up to maximum 60% LTGDV

Section 1

Loan application form

Please complete this form as fully as possible as this will enable us to complete our preliminary checks and 

progress your loan application efficiently.

This application form, when completed, does not automatically represent an offer to enter into a loan facility 

with Secure Trust Bank and will still require to be formally approved. You will be assigned a Relationship 

Director when the application form has been completed, who will progress the application process for you.

10%of loan

of build costs

Secure Trust Bank PLC. Registered in England and Wales 541132. Registered Office: One Arleston Way, Solihull, B90 4LH.  
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Borrower details

Section 6

Loan application form

Key officials and shareholders 

Limited Company - list all Directors and Shareholders 

associated with the company (where another company 

is a Shareholder please list the ultimate individual 

Shareholders in that company) 

LLP and Unlimited Partnership - list partners/members

Sole Trader - list owner 

*Politically Exposed Person (PEP) - You are a PEP if you are an individual who or has been, at any time in the 

preceding year, entrusted with prominent public function or you have an immediate family member, or a known close 

associate, with a prominent public function.

Person 1

Person 2

Person 3

First name (include alias)

Middle names
SurnameRole

Share %

Residential address Country of residence

NationalityDate of birthShares held in trust?  

(Yes/No)
 

(if yes provide details)PEP* (Yes/No)  

 
(if yes provide details)
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Asset and liability statement

Appendix B1

Appendix

Full name

Customer number

Address

Asset

Liabilities

Description of asset

Value of asset

Description of liability

Amount of liability

Home  (please list address and advise  

if held jointly) 

Mortgage  
(please detail name of lender, 

outstanding amount and  

repayment details) 

Properties  
(please list separately and detail 

address, valuation, amount and 

ownership details) 

Property loans  

(detail name of lender, amount 

outstanding and final repayment 

date) 

Cash balances  

(give institution where balance  

held, amount and maturity date) 

Finance/bank loan  

(detail name of lender, outstanding 

amount and repayment details) 

Investments (including shares, 

please list details of holdings and 

life policies, details to include 

surrender values) 

Credit cards 

Personal effects (including cars, 

please list separately) 

HP finance 

Equity in Limited Companies 

(please advise of Limited 

Company name, registration  

and % holding) 

Other liabilities  

(including tax) 

Total assets 

Total liabilities 

Total net worth  

(total assets - total liabilities)

Asset and liability statement continues overleaf

0.00
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Asset and liability statement

Appendix B1

Appendix

Full name

Customer number

Address
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Description of asset
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if held jointly) 
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(please detail name of lender, 
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Company name, registration  

and % holding) 

Other liabilities  

(including tax) 

Total assets 

Total liabilities 

Total net worth  

(total assets - total liabilities)

Asset and liability statement continues overleaf

0.00

Secure Trust Bank PLC. Registered in England and Wales 541132. Registered Office: One Arleston Way, Solihull, B90 4LH.  

Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.  

Our registration number is 204550. Real Estate Finance is not regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority or the Prudential Regulation Authority.
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Direct Debit

The Direct Debit Guarantee

Appendix C

Appendix

Banks and building societies may not accept Direct Debit Instructions for some types of account

DDI2

This guarantee should be detached and retained by the payer.

Bank/building society account number (8 digits) 

Bank sort code (6 digits)Signature(s)

Instruction to your bank or building society to pay by Direct Debit.

Name of your bank or building society

To the Manager 

Bank/building society

•  This Gaurantee is offered by all banks and building societies that 

accept instructions to pay Direct Debits

•  If there are any changes to the amount, date or frequency 

of your Direct Debit Secure Trust Bank PLC will notify you 10 

working days in advance of your account being debited or as 

otherwise agreed. If you request Secure Trust Bank PLC to collect 

a payment, confirmation of the amount and date will be given to 

you at the time of request.

Name(s) of account holder(s)

Instruction to your bank or building society

Please pay Secure Trust Bank PLC Direct Debits from the account 

detailed in this Instruction subject to the safeguards assured by 

the Direct Debit Guarantee. I understand that this Instruction may 

remain with Secure Trust Bank PLC and, if so, details will be passed 

electronically to my bank/building society.

Reference

Service user number

Please fill in the whole form and return to 

4
3

1
6

7

4

Secure Trust Bank Plc, Real Estate Finance,

4th Floor, The Blade, Abbey Square, 

Reading, RG1 3BE

•  If an error is made in the payment of your Direct Debit, by Secure 

Trust Bank PLC or your bank or building society, you are entitled 

to a full and immediate refund of the amount paid from your bank 

or building society. If you recieve a refund you are not entitled to, 

you must pay it back when Secure Trust Bank PLC ask you to.

•  You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time by simply contacting 

your bank or building society. Written confirmation may be 

required. Please also notify us.

Full postal address of your bank or building society

Postcode

Date signed
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Date signed
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Loan application form

Supporting documentation checklist 

Section 9

Personal ID and verification (guidance on page 20)

Yes

No

Use of personal data (available on page 22)

*Required if more than 4 Directors/Partners/Shareholders. Alternatively contact STB to discuss requirements for structure chart.

Yes

No

Borrower bank statements (3 months)

Yes

No

Borrower financial accounts

Yes

No

Direct debit mandate (available on page 19)

Yes

No

Detail of developer experience (completed/ongoing schemes)

Yes

No

Asset and liability statement (available on page 17)

Yes

No

Detailed residential development appraisal (available on page 15)

Yes

No

Yes

No

Corporate structure chart (detailing all Directors/Partners/Shareholders)*
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The solution.

Working within existing brand guidelines, we created a distinctly 

British campaign. A powerful campaign strapline - ‘Making Homes 

Happen’ - was teamed with a red, white and blue colour palette and 

impactful quality imagery. 

The first printed campaign advert is in circulation, and we’re 

currently developing a presentation for the sales team to use in 

their funding meetings.

We’ve also created an interactive funding form with an easy-to-

follow layout, helping to streamline the application process.  

This campaign is still in progress with more assets in the pipeline, 

so watch this space!

JARROVIAN WEALTH {ANIMATIONS}SECURE TRUST BANK

{  ADVERT  |   PRESENTATION  |   APPLICATION FORM  }



Your story starts here
Do you need help bringing your brand to life?

Call 01675 434583


